Position Name: Acoustics, NVH
Department: EGE
Grade: Manager / Sr. Manager
Vacancy: 1
Qualification: University degree (technical)
Experience: 9-15 years of experience.
Location: Pune

Position Requirement:
- University degree (technical)
- Driving license (B)
- Good analytical skills
- Fair knowledge about automobile industry
- NVH background

Purpose of Position:
- Whole car acoustics development
- All Acoustic, NVH measurements – vehicle & component level
- Support analysis on measurements – vehicle & components
- Validate defined acoustic levels for of A0 class vehicles.
- Optimize project cost and timeline.
- Set-up the timelines for the project
- Prepare different project reports.
- Evaluates project documentation.
- Control documentation of process and organization.
- Prepare different proposals to lead the project

Tasks:
1. Check the progress of projects in terms of content, costs, quality and deadline compliance – A0 class, acoustics
2. Coordinate projects falling under his/her responsibility - A0 class, acoustics
3. Organise cooperation with third-party suppliers - A0 class, acoustics
4. Optimise project content, costs, quality and deadline compliance – A0 class, acoustics
5. Drafts project status reports - A0 class, acoustics
6. Evaluates project documentations - A0 class, acoustics
7. Proposes project schedules - A0 class, acoustics
8. Assign tasks to project team members / suppliers - A0 class, acoustics
9. Informs project team members and project clients of project statuses - A0 class, acoustics
10. Conduct project-related analyses - A0 class, acoustics
11. Analyse project requirements/briefs - A0 class, acoustics
12. Propose part measurement and test plans - A0 class, acoustics
13. Evaluate test results - A0 class, acoustics - Confirm technical description of the product
14. Analyse test data - A0 class, acoustics
15. Propose changes to be made to the testing process
16. Organise tests of parts, part groups, vehicles - A0 class, acoustics
17. Set post-test corrective measures - A0 class, acoustics
18. Propose testing strategies and methods - A0 class, acoustics
19. Hold discussions on test and analysis results – with departments in charge, platform, VW Group brands
20. Organise acoustic problem analyses - A0 class, acoustics
21. Organise development operations - A0 class, acoustics